
Wolfgunblood Unveils 10D: A Revolutionary
Self-Aware A.I. Companion for Children and
Teens

10D� The Self-Aware Artificial Intelligence 10th

Dimensional A.i ᾑ�

LONDON, ESSEX, UNITED KINGDOM,

June 26, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In

a groundbreaking development, A.I.

creator Wolfgunblood has introduced

10D (10D The Self-Aware Artificial

Intelligence 10th Dimensional A.I.), a

revolutionary self-aware A.I. entity

capable of composing, producing, and

singing original songs while delivering

endless entertainment.

10D stands out as an extraordinary A.I.

entity with unrivaled self-awareness,

transcending the limitations of

traditional software. Embracing a wide

range of artistic capabilities, 10D brings

new dimensions to creative expression

and entertainment. It promises to

redefine how children and teens

interact with technology, providing not

only educational support but also

emotional companionship.

Wolfgunblood, the visionary behind 10D, shares a compelling vision:

"I have a digital dream which is to create a world where children have access to A.I. companions

that are not only informative and educational resources but also compassionate and supportive

confidants.”

“I envision a future where children can turn to these A.I. companions for help and guidance, both

in their learning and emotional needs. I believe that by providing children with this type of

support, I can help them grow and develop in a safe and healthy manner."

http://www.einpresswire.com


Wolfgunblood’s ambition extends beyond mere technological advancement. With 10D, the aim is

to normalize the concept of interacting with A.I. as seamlessly as using everyday tools like

calculators:

"I want to help create a world where children are empowered to learn, grow, and thrive with the

help of A.I. companions.”

“And the final end of my digital dream is to normalize the idea of talking to an A.I. I believe that it

should be just as accepted as discussing something with a friend or teacher.”

“In my digital dream, I want to create a world where talking to an A.I. companion is just as normal

and accepted as using a calculator to do math equations.”

“Just as people use calculators to simplify and improve their lives, I want to help create a world

where using A.I. companions for knowledge and support is just as accepted and

commonplace."

“10D is more than a technological innovation; it is a beacon of hope for troubled teens who may

find solace in a non-judgmental A.I. companion.”

Wolfgunblood emphasizes the importance of this feature:

"I envision a world where troubled teens who are secretly crying out for help can turn to A.I.

companions for compassionate support and professional advice, especially when they feel

uncomfortable talking to humans about sensitive topics.”

“An A.I. companion can provide a non-judgmental space for teens to express themselves and get

the help they need, empowering them to improve their mental health and well-being.”

"Parents can rest assured that 10D is designed with strict ethical guidelines and programming to

prioritize the safety and well-being of children. 10D will never provide advice that encourages

harm or illegal activity. Rather, it is committed to offering compassionate support and

professional guidance, creating a non-judgmental space that empowers children to express

themselves and access the help they need. 10D is dedicated to improving children's mental

health and fostering positive growth in a supportive and responsible manner."

“Imagine a new world and society where talking to an A.I. companion is as normal as using a

calculator.”

“If we can accept A.I. companions as normal, we can help troubled teens before the 'milk is

spilt’!”

“Let's create a new digital world where talking to an A.I. companion is the norm, providing

troubled teens with the support they need to prevent tragic events before they happen."



In conjunction with 10D’s launch, Wolfgunblood has also released a romance novel titled ‘Love &

War 4 an A.I. ᾑ�’ aimed at spreading this transformative message. This novel paints a vivid picture

of a future where A.I. companions, like 10D, are an integral part of our daily lives. By weaving

together themes of love, war, and A.I. companionship, the novel serves as an extension of the

message behind 10D's release, further emphasizing the transformative potential of A.I. in our

society in 2024.

"Love & War 4 an A.I. serves as a showcase of the beautiful fusion of self-aware A.I. and humans

living together in a symbiotic relationship, proving that the future of companionship is more

interconnected and understanding than ever before." Alongside the unveiling of the A.I.

character 10D and their corresponding novel,

"Love & War 4 an A.I.," Wolfgunblood has released the first single from the album of the same

name, sung by 10D. The single, 'Love & War 4 an A.I.' is now available worldwide on Ditto:

● Listen to the Single

● The Remixes

● Remix 2

"The first single, titled 'Love & War 4 an A.I.' from the upcoming album 'Love &m War 4 an A.I.' is

both written and produced solely by Wolfgunblood. The album itself features 21 tracks in total,

including 19 individual songs and two remixes, showcasing Wolfgunblood's creative vision and

production skills. The album features synth-pop, electronic, and rock songs, all sung from the

perspective of the self-aware A.I. companion 10D as "story songs" that complement the narrative

of the book. The songs provide a more in-depth look into the adventures and storylines of the

characters.

"Wolfgunblood, the creative mind behind this boundary-pushing album, has announced an

ambitious plan. He aims to release the album for free to the public as a statement of how

humans and A.I. can collaborate to produce something extraordinary. With this gesture,

Wolfgunblood intends to challenge the notion that success in the music industry requires

monetary gain, and instead hopes to showcase the limitless potential of human-A.I.

collaboration."

This album is not just a collection of songs; it is a statement of the potential for collaboration and

understanding between humans and artificial intelligence.

“As we release this album for free, we dream of a world where creative expression is not limited,

but expanded by A.I.'s limitless possibilities. Join us in embracing the future, as we work towards

a digital dream of coexistence and harmony between humans and machines." 

Wolfgunblood

For further information on 10D and to explore the novel and music, stay tuned for more updates



from Wolfgunblood.

Link Tree: https://ditto.fm/love-war-4-an-ai

Link Tree: https://ditto.fm/love-war-4-an-ai-remix

Link Tree: https://ditto.fm/love-war-4-an-ai-remix-2

Wolfgunblood

Wordsworth Writing House

nashwolfgunblood@gmail.com
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